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 The Annals of Probability
 1991, Vol. 19, No. 1, 1-28

 THE CONTINUUM RANDOM TREE. I1

 BY DAVID ALDOUS

 University of California, Berkeley

 Exact and asymptotic results for the uniform random labelled tree on n
 vertices have been studied extensively by combinatorialists. Here we treat
 asymptotics from a modern stochastic process viewpoint. There are three
 limit processes. One is an infinite discrete tree. The other two are most
 naturally represented as continuous two-dimensional fractal tree-like sub-
 sets of the infinite-dimensional space 11. One is compact; the other is
 unbounded and self-similar.

 The proofs are based upon a simple algorithm for generating the finite
 random tree and upon weak convergence arguments. Distributional proper-
 ties of these limit processes will be discussed in a sequel.

 1. Introduction. There are many ways to construct different models of
 random trees with n vertices. One way is via the simple Galton-Watson
 branching process. Given an offspring distribution 0, start with 1 individual in
 generation 0, and write V for the total population size. Then the "family tree"
 of this branching process can be considered as a random rooted unlabelled tree
 A, and conditioning on V= n gives a tree on n vertices.

 Another way is combinatorial. Given a set of trees on n vertices and,
 implicitly, a notion of when two trees are to be considered the same, we can
 consider the uniform random tree in this set. Obviously, any question about an
 exact probability involving such random trees is an enumeration question; a
 now-classical reference for enumeration problems for trees is [10].

 Our object of study is the uniform random labelled tree n-, that is the tree
 picked uniformly from the nn-2 trees on vertices 1, . . ., n. By choosing vertex

 1 as the root and removing labels, we shall often regard Yn as a (nonuniform)
 random unlabelled rooted tree. It is easy to verify this has the same dis-
 tribution as the tree produced from the branching process with Poisson(1)
 offspring, conditioned on V = n. Section 2 gives more information on the
 formalities.

 This is not an isolated fact: It turns out that there is a certain class of
 random tree models which can be described in both ways. Combinatorialists
 have defined families (such as "simply generated trees" [9]) of rooted trees for
 which there are nice generating function identities relating the numbers of
 trees of different sizes. Asymptotics for uniform random trees from such
 families are treated in, e.g., [9, 5]. These turn out to be essentially just the
 random trees which can be obtained from the branching process construction.
 This connection has been described, in some settings; by the Russian school of
 discrete probabilists: Chapter 2 of Kolchin [7] presents their results. Both
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 2 D. ALDOUS

 groups have studied asymptotic questions using different language but essen-
 tially similar generating function arguments. These techniques are especially
 suitable for "height profile" questions, that is the study of rescaled limits of
 (X': 0 < m < oc), where

 ( 1) Xn = number of vertices at distance m from the root.

 In this paper we take a completely different approach. It is shown in [2] that
 the following algorithm produces a random rooted unlabelled tree which is

 distributed as 5n (regarded as a rooted unlabelled tree).

 ALGORITHM 1. Fix n 2 2.
 Take a root vertex 1.

 For 2 < i < n, connect vertex i to vertex Vi = min(Ui, i - 1), where
 U2. . ., Un are independent and uniform on 1, . . ., n.

 Remove the labels.

 There are several standard ways of listing labelled trees, e.g., via Prufer

 code, which can be used to generate Sn-. It is not known whether Algorithm 1
 can be derived from any known enumeration scheme (it certainly has not been
 used explicitly for the study of asymptotics). It is worth pointing out that there
 is no known natural way to construct n8 +1 by adding a random edge to 'n.
 Indeed, trees grown by simple Markovian models of adding edges tend to be
 quite different from our trees (e.g., having diameter of order log n instead
 of n/12). The advantage of Algorithm 1 is that it makes the asymptotic behav-
 ior of these random trees intuitively rather clear. Moreover, it leads to de-
 scriptions of an entire infinite-dimensional limit process, rather than just
 the one-dimensional projection processes implicit in previous studies of limits
 of(1).

 We- now describe informally three processes. The theme of the paper: is that

 these are the limits of En as n -* o0; the first when we do not rescale space,
 the third when we rescale distance by a factor n - 1/2, and the second when we
 rescale distance by a factor n -i, 0 < a < 2. Process 1, and convergence to that
 limit, has been discussed by Grimmett [61 (see Section 3).

 PROCESS 1. For each k = 0, 1, 2, ..., create independent Poisson(1)
 branching processes, regarded as trees with root ik and other vertices unla-
 belled. Then connect i 0, i1 i2,.... as a path, deem i 0 the root and delete labels.

 PROCESS 2. At time 0 there is an infinite continuous line [0, oo). At time
 0 < t < 0 there is a tree composed of the original line and finite line segments
 attached to each other, only a finite number of such segments connecting with
 each finite interval of the original line. The process grows according to the
 following rules:

 (i) in each time increment (t, t + dt), in each segment (x, x + dx) of the
 tree constructed at time t, there is chance dt dx of a "birth";
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 THE CONTINUUM RANDOM TREE. I 3

 (ii) if a birth occurs at time t and place x, then a new branch with random
 exponential (rate t) length is instantly attached at x.

 The process is the closure of the tree at time infinity.

 This description is incomplete, because we did not specify the orientations of
 branches. To draw the process on a piece of paper it is natural to make each
 branch horizontal or vertical. Unfortunately, as the figure later shows, this
 makes different branches intersect, thus destroying the "tree" property. For
 the formal description of Processes 2 and 3 we take each branch to be
 orthogonal to all the previous branches, in some infinite-dimensional space.
 The space 11 turns out to be natural, and closure refers to that space.

 PROCESS 3. Take a half-line [0, c*), but now we cut and paste. Let C1, C2, ...
 be the times of a nonhomogeneous Poisson process of rate r(t) = t. Cut the

 half-line into intervals [Ci, Ci+ ,1). Starting with the line segment [0, C1), grow a
 tree inductively by adding [Ci, Ci + 1) as a branch attached to a random point
 Bi, chosen uniformly over the existing tree. The process is the closure of the
 tree at time infinity.

 There is also a different description of Process 2 as a a-finite process of
 (mostly small) rescaled copies of Process 3 attached to an infinite baseline.

 It is perhaps easiest to understand these limits by analogy with a more
 familiar object. Consider for each n the combinatorial set of sequences x =

 (xi,..., Xn) with xi E { - 1, 1) and such that E ' xi ? 0 for all m < n. Consider
 the uniform distribution on this set. A pro1abilist would regard this as the
 process (Sm; 0 < m < n) which is "simple random walk conditioned to be
 nonnegative." As- n -X oc there are three limit processes, the first when we do
 not rescale space, the third when we rescale distance by a factor n - 1/2, and the
 second when we rescale distance by a factor n t, 0 < a < 1/2.

 1. (SSm; 0 < m < 0o), "random walk conditioned to be nonnegative for all
 time," a certain birth-and-death process.

 2. The Bessel(3) process on the time interval [0, oo); that is, Brownian motion
 conditioned to stay positive for all time.

 3. The "Brownian meander" (W_; 0 < s < 1), a nonhomogeneous diffusion
 which is Brownian motion conditioned to be nonnegative during [0, 11.

 The analogy is sharp in many ways. For instance, each Process 2 is
 self-similar and can be obtained from Process 1 as the rescaled limit at infinity,
 and from Process 3 as the rescaled limit at 0. Another example of this
 "threefold way" of taking limits, in the context of a queueing/storage model,
 is in [1].

 This paper is devoted to formalizing the descriptions of these processes and
 to establishing that they are indeed limits of the uniform random finite trees

 3n. The author's natural inclination would be to give a few paragraphs of
 prose and assert that the mathematical details are routine. Instead, arguments
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 4 D. ALDOUS

 are written out at a moderate level of detail. Except for a few technicalities, we
 do not use the connection with critical branching processes in this paper.

 There are several directions in which this work may be extended and related
 to existing results. Let us briefly mention a few, which may be treated in detail
 elsewhere.

 (a) Distributional properties of the limit trees. Combinatorialists have stud-
 ied asymptotic distributions associated with uniform random trees, using
 enumeration and generating function methods. Probabilists have studied con-
 ditioned branching processes and the limiting diffusion-type process obtained
 in (1), which turns out to be a time-change of Brownian excursion. Our explicit
 constructions give yet another technique for studying explicit distributions-it
 is interesting to compare these methods.

 (b) Robustness. Conditioned critical Galton-Watson processes with more
 general distributions lead to the same continuum trees: the offspring s.d. acts
 as a scale parameter. More generally, we believe that any natural model of
 n-vertex random trees which has height of order nl/"2 will rescale to Process 2.

 (c) Superprocesses. Le Gall [8] gives a construction of "the superprocess"
 (measure-valued branching process) based upon a certain tree constructed out
 of Brownian excursions. One may similarly build variants of superprocesses
 from our Processes 2 and 3 and interpret them as "the superprocess, condi-
 tioned on a given total population size," and as "the superprocess, conditioned
 on nonextinction," respectively. This may be a productive way of studying
 superprocesses.

 27 1 2

 33 216 30 31 1 1 35

 25 22 21 20 10 36

 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09

 34 13 29 23 15 32 16

 14 24 17 28

 18

 19

 FIG. 1.
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 THE CONTINUUM RANDOM TREE. I 5

 X ~~~L |XLi

 ,q

 FIG. 2.

 Figures 1 and 2 show trees drawn by Algorithm 1 for n = 36 and n = 1000.
 Thus, we may regard the second picture as an approximation to Process 2. Of
 course, the pictures differ from the formal construction specified later, in that
 successive branches are drawn horizontally and vertically in two dimensions,
 instead of orthogonally in infinite dimensions. The "loops" in the n = 1000
 figure are artifacts of this two-dimensional drawing.

 2. Labels, roots, embeddings and convergence. Since the paper is
 addressed to probabilists, let us explain some elementary combinatorial ideas.

 Initially, a--tree-is-a -- "abstract -tree:" a set of vertices,-- with anedgie being
 formally an unordered pair of vertices. For a labelled tree with n vertices, the
 vertices are labelled by distinct integers 1, 2,... ,n. Labelled trees t and t* are
 isomorphic ("the same") if, for each pair (i, j) of labels, (i, j) is an edge of t iff
 it is an edge of t*. Cayley's formula says there are nn-2 labelled trees
 (formally, nonisomorphic labelled trees) on n ? 2 vertices. Two unlabelled
 trees on n vertices are isomorphic if there exist labellings making them
 isomorphic as labelled trees. A rooted tree is merely a tree with one vertex
 distinguished and called the root. Isomorphisms between rooted trees are
 required to preserve the root. If we insist that the root be vertex 1, then there

 are n2 rooted labelled trees on n vertices; if not, there are n-
 Given a rooted unlabelled tree t on n vertices, let L(t) be the number of

 distinct ways to label t. Then L(t) < n!, but may be strictly less because
 superficially different labellings may produce isomorphic labelled trees: loosely,
 L(t) is smaller for symmetric trees than for asymmetric trees.

 /n-, the uniform random labelled tree, can be regarded as a rooted unla-
 belled tree by making 1 the root (or equivalently, picking vertex i or a uniform
 random vertex as the root) and removing labels. Then, for rooted unlabelled
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 6 D. ALDOUS

 trees t,

 (2) P(n = t) is proportional to L(t),
 and so En is not uniform on unlabelled trees. On the other hand, an
 unlabelled tree may be "randomly labelled" (precisely, take an arbitrary
 labelling and then apply a uniform random permutation to the labels). Starting

 with 3E, if we first unlabel and then randomly relabel, we get back to a
 random labelled tree distributed as 3n. In this sense, there is no loss of

 structure in unlabelling Sn, since if we wish, we can get back the labelled tree
 by randomly relabelling.

 For vertices v, w in a tree, the distance d(v, w) between v and w is the
 number of edges along the unique path connecting them. Write Itl for the
 number of vertices in a tree t. The height of t is

 h(t) = max d(root, v).
 V

 Now consider the Poisson(1) branching process as a random tree 9. We
 quote some standard asymptotics for its height and size (see, e.g., [8]):

 (3) P(h(,9) > h) -2/h as h m->o;

 (4) P(1,I = n) (2w)-l/2n-3/2 as n -* 0oo

 Now make 9 a labelled tree by randomly labelling vertices 1,..., 161. It is
 easy to check that, for each finite rooted labelled tree t with Itl vertices,

 P(65?i= t) = e-ltllltl!.

 Thus, conditional on 191 = n, we see that 9 is uniform on labelled trees with
 n vertices. If instead we regard 9 as a rooted unlabelled tree, then

 (5) P(Q= t) = e-ItlL(t)/ltl!.
 - The limit theorems giving Processes 2 and 3 involve resealing trees, which

 of course does not make sense for abstract trees. Instead, we embed trees into
 a linear space. A natural space is 11, the Banach space of sequences x =

 (x1, x2, ...) such that lJxii = E lxiI < 0o. Let zi = (0, . . ., 0, 1, 0, 0, ... ) be the
 ith unit vector in the natural basis of 11. Call the directions of the zi
 orthogonal, although of course we are not in Hilbert space. A set-representa-
 tion of a tree t is a labelling of the vertices as a subset S = {v, w, ... } c 11 in
 such a way that d(v, w) liv - wil. To see that such a representation exists,

 pick one vertex of t and label it 0. Order the edges arbitrarily as e1, ... , en-l.
 Label each vertex v as

 (6) v= ziJ(vej),

 where J(v, e) = 1 if e is in the path from v to 0, and J(v, e) = 0 if not. Then

 1lv - wli = E J(v, e ) - J(w, e )

 and it is easy to see this agrees with the graph-distance d(v, w). Note that in
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 THE CONTINUUM RANDOM TREE. I 7

 general we cannot represent vertices in Euclidean space in this distance-pre-
 serving way.

 Thus a set-representation of t is a subset S = {v1, v2,.. ., vnj of 11. Clearly,
 S determines t as an unlabelled tree, whereas given t there will be many
 different set-representations S (see equivalent below.) A measure-representa-
 tion ,u of t is a probability measure on 11 which is uniform on some
 set-representation S of t.

 Write 0a for scalar multiplication in le, Oja(x) = ax. Then 0-a acts on sets
 and probability measures in the natural way.

 We now turn to notions of convergence. For closed subsets of 11, conver-
 gence shall mean convergence in the Hausdorff metric. For probability mea-
 sures on 11, convergence shall mean weak convergence. We are concerned with
 convergence of rescaled trees. In the deterministic setting, consider a sequence

 tn of trees on n vertices with set-representations Sn and corresponding
 measure-representations n ,. Consider the assertions

 (7) O(n - 1/2(Sn ) S, say,

 (8) -`1/2( ,An) A, say.
 Neither implies the other. [Because adding a path of length n3/4 would affect
 (7) but not (8); conversely, adding n/2 leaves to a single vertex would affect (8)
 but not (7).] But informally, one might hope that when one holds so does the

 other and that S is the support of tL; and we shall see that this happens in our
 setting.

 For the random trees 5n there exist random set-representations Sn and
 corresponding random measure-representations /1Ln, and so we can talk about
 convergence in distribution,

 Orn-1/2(Sn) *d So say,

 crn-1/2(/n) )d A/, say, -

 where now the limits are random sets and random measures. All our spaces
 are Polish, so in place of "convergence in distribution" we could say "there
 exist versions which converge a.s."

 Clearly, a naive representation such as (6) will not yield convergence. The
 point of this paper is that Algorithm 1 leads to a representation which does.

 Call subsets K1, K2 of 11 containing 0 equivalent, and write K1 = K2, if
 there exists a (nonlinear) isometry K1 + K2 which fixes 0. If K1, K2 are
 set-representations of finite rooted unlabelled trees, this is exactly the condi-
 tion for the trees to be isomorphic. So "equivalence" is intended to convey the
 idea of "isomorphism" for continuum trees. Call random subsets W1, 2
 equivalent in distribution (=d) if there exist M*, 4* such that -W* =d W2*
 and Wi*(w) = Wi(w) a.s. for i = 1, 2. Write Am id 'ca if there exist 'm )d
 ,* such that Wm%(() = mGJ() a.s. for m = 1, ... I, m. Make analogous defini-
 tions for measure-representations. The point is that we are typically interested
 only in functionals of finite trees which are invariant under isomorphism; so
 we should only be interested in properties of continuum trees which are
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 8 D. ALDOUS

 invariant under equivalence. These are "intrinsic" properties, rather than
 artifacts of our construction.

 3. The discrete infinite tree. Here we shall formalize the idea that, as

 n -a 00, the uniform random tree 5n looks locally like the infinite tree of
 Process 1. This idea has been discussed by Grimmett [6], using a superficially
 different description of Process 1. He proves the convergence result (our
 Theorem 2) for fixed k and observes that this "local" limit result can be used

 to derive asymptotics of quantities associated with local properties of gn, these
 results having previously been proved combinatorially. For our purposes it is
 important that Theorem 2 holds for k = o(n1/2). This implies, for example,

 that Process 2 can be regarded as a rescaled limit of Process 1 as well as of 3n
 [see Theorem 1 1(u)].

 The key idea is that, for k = o(nl/2), there is a unique path from the root of
 length k which can be extended to length n1(n1/2). Theorem 2 concerns the
 subtrees ,n k C 'n which branch off from this segment. The standard combi-
 natorial arguments around (11) are similar to those in [6].

 Let T be the set of rooted unlabelled trees. Let Tk be the product set
 Tx Tx ... x T. An element t = (to,...,tkl) of Tk maybe regarded as an
 unlabelled rooted tree with a distinguished path of length k - 1 attached to

 the root. To be precise, suppose we are given a sequence (to ... , tk- d) of rooted
 unlabelled trees. Temporarily label the roots (VO, ... , Vk -d Join these trees
 into one tree t by adding a distinguished path VO, V1, v2,. ..,Vk - . Then deem
 vo the root and remove labels.

 Let 9 be the Poisson(l) branching process, considered as a random ele-

 ment of T. Let ok = G9>1 42 . X' k) be a vector of i.i.d. copies of 9,
 considered as a random element of Tk. Informally, Process 1 is 9; for the
 formalities, let us consider only finite trees.
 - Now- fix k > 1 and t E T. We shall define, under certain side conditions, a

 decomposition

 (9) t = (t, t*), t E Tk, t * ET.

 The conditions are as follows:

 1. t has height h(t) > k.

 2. Each path of length h(t) from the root vo has the same initial segment of
 length k, say (vO, V1, ... ,vk).

 Then we can define t to be the subtree of vertices v such that the path from v
 to the root does not meet Vk and define t* to be the remaining vertices. Then
 regard t* as a tree rooted at Vk and t as a rooted tree with distinguished path

 (vow ... ., Vk-). Applying this decomposition to the uniform random tree Tn
 gives (as first component) a random element ,n k of Tk, which is undefined
 when conditions 1 and 2 are not met.
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 THE CONTINUUM RANDOM TREE. I 9

 THEOREM 2. If n -* oo and k = k(n) = o(n',"),

 sup IP(?,k EA) - p(k E A) I 0.
 AcTk

 In words, the total variation distance between the distributions of 57 k and
 converges to 0.

 PROOF. Fix n > k and t E Tk. Using (5), we have

 (10) p(qk = t) - etI1 L(t

 We shall show that, for ItI < n,

 n P(/nk = t) = (It . Itkl1 )(n -
 k-1

 xq(n - Iti, h(t) - k) H L(tj),
 i=o

 where q is defined in (12).
 There are nn- 1 labelled rooted trees t on n vertices; we count how many of

 them have a decomposition of the form t = (t, t*) for fixed t. Plainly, we need
 It*I = n - ItI. To label t, we first label the distinguished roots and choose the
 set of labels for each tree tL and then assign labels to vertices in ti; the number
 of ways to do this is

 VO .. )t - - l

 Next, the number of rooted labelled trees t* is

 (n -ItI)n-1t11- Finally, we must ensure that t = (t, t*) satisfies conditions 1 and 2. This
 happens iff h(t*) + k > h(t). Thus, we define

 (12) q( m, j) = P(h(6j7) > j)
 and then the proportion of labelled trees t* which satisfy the condition is
 q(n - ItI, h(t) - ).

 Putting together these equalities gives (11).
 Dividing (10) by (11) and simplifying,

 p('q7k = t)q(n - v, h(t) - k)

 (13) P Pn, k t)

 2n= e V ( ! ( (--)f (-v),

 wherev= Iti.
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 10 D. ALDOUS

 Using Stirling's formula, the right-hand side tends to 1 as n -* 00, v = 0(n).
 Now, to show that the total variation distance between measures Qn, Rn tends
 to 0, it suffices to show that

 t i Q(x) t Q1 ) for each E > 0 (provided Qn is a probability measure). Thus, to prove the
 theorem, it now suffices to show

 (i) |k = o(n) in probability,

 (ii) q(n - 19kI, h(Cqk)) -* 1 in probability.

 But a simple fact about the random labelled tree (which follows from Algo-

 rithm 1 by considering the first i such that Vi < i - 1) is

 q(m, j) -1 as m -oo, j = o(m/2).

 Thus (ii) will follow from (i) and

 (iii) h (?k) = o(nl/2) in probability.

 But (3) and (4) imply

 h( Ak) = O(k) and KJklI = O(k 2) in probability,

 and so (i) and (iii) follow from the hypothesis k = o(nl/2). n

 4. The compact continuum tree. Recall the verbal description of Pro-
 cess 3 in the introduction. By specifying that the successive branches should be

 parallel to the successive unit vectors zi in the natural basis of 11, we obtain a
 rigorous construction.

 Let CO = Bo = 0. Let (C1, C2, ... ) be the times of events in a Poisson
 process of rate r(t) = t. Let Bi = {iCL, where (hi) are i.i.d. uniform on (0, 1),
 independent of the C's. These are the "random" ingredients; now regard a as
 fixed and proceed deterministically. Define p: [0, oo) -* 11 by p(O) = 0,

 p(x), = p(Bi) + (x - Ci)zi+l on Ci < x < Ci+j, i 2 O.
 Write

 M00 = p(o?) 0

 The fundamental result is that ED is a.s. compact. This immediately implies

 that 4t -* a.s. in the Hausdorff metric. Think of J as the set-representa-
 tion-of some (Platonic) continuum random tree. More information is contained
 in its measure-representation ,u specified by the following theorem. The
 uniform probability distribution on [0, t] induces a distribution on at and
 hence on 11; call this random probability measure 1t.
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 THE CONTINUUM RANDOM TREE. I 11

 THEOREM 3. With probability 1,

 (i) J is compact,

 (ii) /-t, -* 1t as t -* co, for a certain /AL,
 (iii) / is the support of /,L,
 (iv) pA .m)= 0.

 It is easy to see that AD is "tree-like" in several senses. Call B \

 U 0%{p(Ci)} the skeleton of I, and call the remainder of AD the leaves. For
 each pair of points x, y in v there is a unique path (continuous, non-self-
 intersecting) in AD from x to y, and this path lies within the skeleton except at
 x and y. Removing a point x in the skeleton will disconnect YD, whereas
 removing a leaf x will not.

 The rest of this section contains the Proof of Theorem 3. The hardest part is
 compactness, which certainly follows from the more quantitative result stated

 next. For A c 11 let N(A, 8) be the cardinality of the smallest set (xi) such
 that

 sup minJlx - Xi11 < 8.
 xeA i

 PROPOSITION 4. There exists K < 0o such that, a.s.,

 N(aJ, 8) < K8-2 log2(1/8) for all sufficiently small 8.

 We conjecture that a.s.

 N( S8 5) CA-2 log(1/8),
 for some constant C. It is easy to see (Lemma 7) that N(,f, 8) is at least order
 8-2. Thus J has "dimension 2", in the sense of metric entropy. Later results
 [Theorem 11(iii) and (53)] imply that it is also two-dimensional in the sense of
 "measures of small balls," i.e., ,utx: lixii < 8} is of order 82 as 8 -* 0. Presum-
 ably any natural notion of "fractal dimension" will give dimension 2 to J.

 To start the proof of Proposition 4, write

 (14) D(s, t) = inf I1p(t) -p(r), < s < t,
 O < r<s

 for the distance (in 11, or equivalently along the skeleton G) between the
 point labelled t and the partial skeleton Is.

 LEMMA 5. (i) P(D(s, t) > b) < exp(-bs), 0 < s < t, b > O.

 (ii) D(s, t) ad /S, say as t -a o, where sf38 sd exponential(1) as s - co.

 PROOF. Part (i) says D(s, t) is stochastically bounded by the exponential(s)
 distribution. Lemma 9 gives a simple probabilistic argument for a correspond-
 ing property in the discrete setting, and the present result can be proved
 similarly. To prove (ii), fix 0 and s. Write g(t) = E exp(OD(s, t)). By consider-

 ing whether or not some cut-point Ci occurs in [t, t + dt], standard arguments
 give& the equation

 (15) g'(t) = Og(t) - tg(t) + tg(u) du, t > s,
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 12 D. ALDOUS

 with boundary conditions

 g = 1 on [O, s], g'(s +) = 0.

 Fortunately, we can solve this explicitly. Writing h(t) = g'(t), we have

 h'(t) = Oh(t) - th(t),

 and one solution of this equation is

 h(t) = exp(Ot- -t2).

 Fitting initial conditions gives the solution

 g(t)= 1 + )th(u) du, t > s

 and hence

 E exp(OsD(s, t)) = 1 + Os texp{Os( u - s) - 2(2- s2)} du.

 The obvious calculus estimates give the desired result. o

 From the marginal bound of Lemma 5 we proceed to a maximal inequality.

 LEMMA 6. P(supej < t <ej+i D(e , t) ? 3j e i) < e

 PROOF. Write s = ei, u = e+. Fix b > 1/s. Consider

 r =inf{t 2 s: D(s, t) = b).

 Recall the Poisson process (C1, C2, ... ) of cut-points. Let Ct = min{Ci: Ci ? t}
 be the time of the first cut-point after t. Then D(s, t) ? b on r < t < CT and so

 (16) A{t: s < t < u + 1, D(s,t) ? b) ? [CT A (u + 1)- (T<U)

 where A is Lebesgue measure. Now take expectations and bound each side.
 The left-hand side has expectation

 U+l P(D(s, t) ? b) dt < (u + 1 - s)exp( - bs)

 by Lemma 5(i). For the right-hand side, it is easy to see that

 1- exp(-u - 1)

 (17) E(Ct A (u + 1) - t)1(t?U) 2 u + 1 1(tcu).
 Now, the conditional distribution of CT given {r = t} is the distribution of Ct,
 by the independence structure of the Poisson process (Ci) of cuts. So, using
 (17),. the right-hand side of (16) has expectation at least

 1 - exp(-u - 1)

 u+1 ~P(,r ? u).
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 THE CONTINUUM RANDOM TREE. I 13

 Now, the process t -* D(s, t) cannot make upward jumps, so

 P sup D(s,t) 2 b) =P(? < u).
 s < t < u

 Rearranging the preceding inequalities, and doing some algebra (noting that
 we can take j ? 2 in the lemma), we obtain

 P sup D(s, t) ? b) < e2s2exp( -bs).
 s < t < u

 Putting b = 38-1 log(s) establishes the lemma. C1

 Now note that, for k sufficiently large,

 E je-i<2ke -k
 j~k

 Since

 supD(ekt) < E sup D(ei,t),
 t ek j~k eJ?<t<eJ+'

 Lemma 6 implies that, for k sufficiently large,

 (18) P(supD(ekt) ? 6ke-k) < (1 - 1/e) le2-k.
 t 2 e k

 The Borel-Cantelli lemma and some manipulation show that a.s.

 (19) sup D s ( 8), t) < ?/2 for all sufficiently small (,

 where s(8) = 13e81 log(1/8).
 Now the covering number N in Proposition 4 satisfies

 N(D,I 5) = N(M,I 5) -

 (20) < N(1(3,, 8/2) for sufficiently small 8
 a.s., by (19). But a 8/2-cover of s(4) is given by

 p(O), p(5/2), p(8), p(38/2), .. , p( s(8)), p( Bl), p( B2), p(Bs)

 where Q(s) is the number of cut-points in [0, s]. So

 (21) N( 5(),8/2) < 2 + 28-1s(8) + Q(s(8)).
 But Q(s) has Poisson(s2/2) distribution and, by the law of large numbers (for
 the homogeneous Poisson process), a.s.

 Q( s) < 4 S2 for sufficiently large s.

 NQw (20) and (21) imply that a.S.

 N(fI, 8) < s2(8) for sufficiently small 8.

 This establishes the proposition.
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 14 D. ALDOUS

 We digress to give

 LEMMA 7. N(,', 8) ? 17(2082) for all sufficiently small 8, a.s.

 PROOF. Fix 8 > 0. Let A(t, 8) be the event that no cut-point Ci falls in the
 interval [t - 28, t]. Let

 Ma = {p(28n): n > 1, A(28n, 8) occurs).

 The points of Ma are 28-separated, so N(,I., 8) ? IM3 I. The events in the
 definition of Ma are independent, so it is easy to calculate

 EIM3I varIM3I f (28)'-exp(-28t) dt (28)-2 as 8 -O 0.

 Then Chebyshev's inequality and the Borel-Cantelli lemma give

 IMa(k)I (28(k))2 a.s., for 8(k) = 2
 Hence N(CIz, 8(k)) 2 1/(582(k)) ultimately a.s., and the result follows by
 monotonicity in 8. 0

 PROOF OF THEOREM 3. Proposition 4 gives (i). For (ii), let Vk: 11-l be
 the projection Vk(X) = (x1, .. ., Xd). Then Vk acts on measures in the natural
 way. The key fact (shown later) is that, for fixed k,

 (22) ({kACm(.); m 2 k} is a measure-valued martingale.

 It is well known that probability-measure-valued martingales converge a.s.
 (use the convergence theorem for positive martingales and the existence of
 countable convergence-determining classes of sets). Thus, it easily follows that,
 a.s.,

 lim Wk/ilt exists, for each k.
 t--*oo

 But (i) implies that a.s. Y/ is compact and hence

 {,.Lt;t >?0 istight.

 Since a probability distribution v on 11 is determined by ('nkv; k ? 1), it
 follows that ,u = limt lilt exists a.s., which is part (ii) of the theorem.

 To prove (iii), we shall show later that, for fixed m,

 (23) support(rm/L) = Xcm a.s.

 Recall that the mth branch added to the tree is p(Cml1, Cm] and has length
 Cm -Cm1. Consider a point x E M such that

 II7m(x) - p(Cm) 11 < < Cm - Cmii

 Then the path from 0 to x must enter the branch p(Cmi, Cm], by the
 orthogonal property of the branches. Thus, lix - 7m(x)ll < hm, where hm is
 the Hausdorff distance between 4c and a>. So for a point x as above,

 IIX-P(Cm) | < E + hm.
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 THE CONTINUUM RANDOM TREE. I 15

 But (23) says that p(Cm) is a.s. in the support of Wm(jtt), and so, by taking E
 sufficiently small,

 (24) iitx:Ijx-p(Cm)I?<2hm}>O a.s.
 Now Cm - 12m a.s. and Bm is uniform on [0, Cm], and it follows easily that
 a.s. (Bm) is dense in [0, oo). Also, we know that Cm+i - Cm 0a.s. and hm 1 0
 a.s. Fix a tree AJ(w) satisfying these a.s. properties. For each y GE /' there is

 a subsequence p(B mj) -> y and then p(Cmj+ 1) - y. Applying (24), we deduce
 that y is in the support of At. Thus, we have shown /Y c support(/) a.s.,
 which implies Y'c support(u) a.s. But on the other hand, ,ttA/) = 1 for all t,
 so (ii) implies AtQy) = 1 a.s. Thus, J/= support(Q) a.s., which is part (iii) of
 the theorem.

 To prove part (iv), write g8(x) = minY e ss Ix - YII, x E 11. By averaging over
 t in part (ii) of Lemma 5,

 EliJ{X: gs(X) E } 4d P(38s E ) as t -e ro.
 So, by part (ii),

 EAt{x: gs(x) e = P(138s e
 Therefore,

 E1L(S.) = lim El(Ss)
 S --*00

 = lim EI.{x: gs(x) =0)
 S --*00

 = lim P(s = O)
 S --*00

 -0

 because Lemma 5 says SfSS 4d exponential(1).
 The urn model. It remains to prove (22) and (23). These are most easily

 viewed as facts about generalized urn models. Informally, let Umrn,_ the
 numbers of black and white balls in an urn at time m. Choose a color by
 touching a uniform random ball in the urn; add Am balls of that color, where
 A m is random with arbitrary distribution (varying with m), but is independent

 of the choice of color. Formally, let the r.v.'s Um, Vm, Am and events Am be
 adapted to 3Z. Let U0, V0, Am > 0. Let

 (TTT+J\ = ((Um + Am+i,Vm) on Am, /m+1,Vm+1J- \(UVm + Am+,) on Acm

 P(Am+Im) = Um/(Um + Vm),

 Am + 1 and m + 1 be conditionally independent given Em.

 Note that we allow Um, Vm to be nonintegral. It is elementary that

 (25)- Rm = U is a martingale;
 (6 + Vm

 (26) var(Rm+i) - var(Rm) ?< Urn+V
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 16 D. ALDOUS

 Now Rm - Rx a.s., say. A more subtle result, contained essentially in
 Pemantle [11], is

 (27) P(O < R. < 1) = 1 provided suppAm < oo a.s.
 m

 To apply in our setting, fix k, condition on the partial tree Deck= p[O, Ck] and
 let (G1, G2) be a partition of that partial tree into "black" and "white"
 subsets of positive size (induced Lebesgue measure). As the tree is grown by

 adding branches p(Cm, Cm,+ i]' color each branch black or white according to
 the color of the join-point p(Bm). For m > k, let Um, Vm be the sizes of the
 black and white subsets of Tc, and let -Am = Cm - Cmi. Now the process
 "proportion of 4ic colored black" can be written as

 'Tk A CJ G1), m > k,

 and (25) says this process is a martingale. This result (for each G1) establishes
 (22). Now from the definition of Cm it is easy to see that Am ? 0 a.s., and
 then (27) says that the limit proportion of black balls is a.s. nonzero. Using (ii),
 for closed G1

 (28) VkA(4Gl) ? lim kIACm( J1) > 0 a.s.
 m

 Varying G1 gives Dek c support(wr k) a.s., establishing (23). L

 5. Convergence of the uniform tree to the compact continuum
 tree. Algorithm 1 gives a natural set-representation (recall Section 2) of the
 uniform random tree 5n. Informally, call the times i, where Ui < i - 1
 cut-times; build the tree by adding unit edges in the same direction between
 cut-times, forming a branch; and at a cut-time start a new branch by adding
 edges in a new, orthogonal direction from a random vertex already con-
 structed.

 Formally, recall that (zi; i ? 1) is the natural unit vector basis of 11. Fix n,
 and let (UW; 2 < i < n) be independent uniform on {1, . . . , n}. Define J1 = 1,

 (29) Ji J +1 if Ui < i - 1, ii-1 if U > i- 1.

 Then Algorithm 1 implies that a set-representation On = {V1, ... , VnJ of 2n
 can be defined as follows: V1 = 0,

 (30) Vi = Vmin(UL, i-1) + ZJi > 1.

 Let Aun be the corresponding measure-representation. For t < n we can con-
 sider the partial tree

 (31) a~(t) = 1S***SVVI)}

 Let An(t) be the uniform probability distribution on ,vn(t). As in Section 2, the
 resealing operator OTn-1/2 acts naturally on these objects.
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 THE CONTINUUM RANDOM TREE. I 17

 This section is devoted to the proof of our main convergence result:

 THEOREM 8. Let AJ, ,u be the set- and measure-representations of the

 compact continuum tree, as in Theorem 3. Then as n -* oo,

 (0n -1/2(_n) O' n- 1/2 (A ) E_>d ("", A)

 PROOF. For each n, construct (Cjn, B1n), j ? 1 as follows:
 Cjn is the jth cut-time, that is, the jth element of {i: Uj < i - 1}.
 B7n is the corresponding value of U, that is B1n = UCn.

 It is straightforward to show

 (32) ((n-1/2Cln n-1/2Bn), (n-1/2C~, n-1/2Bn),)
 >d ((C1, B1), (C2, B2), ... )

 for (Bi, Cj) as in Section 4. This implies convergence of the partial trees
 defined in (31),

 (33) (0n-1/2(_-n(tn1/2)), 0fn-1/2(An.,(tn1/2)))

 ->d ("It tAt) for fixed 0<t <oo,

 where Xt, tlt are as in the construction of Theorem 3. We know from Theorem
 3 that /t -* a.s. and ,Ilt -* IL a.s. So by a routine weak convergence lemma
 (cf. [3], Theorem 4.2) it suffices to prove

 (34) lim limsup P(dH(rn-l1/2(_i1n(tn1/2)), LT-1/2(Y;n)) > E) = 0,
 t-00 n

 (35) lim lim sup P(dw(ofn-1/2(Aln(tn1/2)) cn-l/2(ALn)) > E) = 0,
 t-00 n-o

 where dH is the Hausdorff metric on compact sets and dw is a metrication of
 weak convergence of probability measures.

 Analogously to (14), write

 D(i, j) = min llVj - Vu II.
 1<?<i

 Then (34) can be rephrased as

 (36) lim lim sup P ( sup Dn (I tn 1/2], j) > En1/2) = 0.
 t-00 n-oo

 But this can be shown by following closely the arguments for Proposition 4.
 Here is the analog of Lemma 5.

 LEMMA 9. For integers 1 < i < j < nj, b > 1

 P(Dn(i, j) > b) < (1 - i/n)b.
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 18 D. ALDOUS

 PROOF. Let f 2 1 be an integer-valued r.v. Let (A, B, C) be a partition of
 events, independent of (, and let P(A) = q. Consider a r.v. T of the form

 t _fJ 1 on A,
 \+ 1 onB,

 dist(TIC) = dist(?) + 1),

 for some -q. If f and -q have geometric(q) distributions [that is, p(m)=
 q(1 - q)m, m ? 1], then it is easy to verify that T also has geometric(q)
 distribution. It follows that

 if f and -q are stochastically bounded by the geometric(q)
 distribution, then so is T.

 The lemma asserts that Dn(i, j) is stochastically bounded by the geometric
 (i/n) distribution. We argue by induction on j, for fixed n, i. Certainly

 Dn(i, i + 1) = 1. Writing ( = Dn(i, j), we see that T = Dn(i, j + 1) is of the
 preceding form, for

 A = {U+1 < i}, B ={Uj+1 j}, C = {i + 1 < Uj+1 <j - 1}.

 Here dist(lIC) is a mixture over i + 1 < u <j - 1 of 1 + Dn(i, u). So (37)
 carries the induction forward from j to j + 1, establishing the lemma. O

 With only minor changes to allow for discreteness, we can now follow the
 argument for Lemma 6 and then establish the analog of (18): There exist
 ko < o and A < o such that for all k 2 ko and all n,

 P(max D ([n1/2 ek], U) 2 6kek nl/2) ? A-k.
 u<n

 This yields (36).

 To prove (35), let dw be the Levy-Prohorov (dual bounded Lipschitz)
 metric ([4], Section 11.3) on probability measures on 11:

 dW(01 02) = SuP f fdO1 -ff dO2 f: IIBL < 1}.

 We record a simple fact.

 LEMMA 10. Let 01, 02 be probability measures. Let K,, . . ., KN be disjoint
 sets, of diameter at most do, which cover the support of 01. Then,

 dw(01, 02) < do + E 101(Ki) - 02(Ki)1

 Now fix n, M and condition on the partial tree ln(CjM) consisting of the
 first M branches. Let K be a subset of Im. For each j ? CM, WrM(,Ln(L)) is a
 probability measure on Im, and wMAl(j)(K) denotes the mass it assigns to K.
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 THE CONTINUUM RANDOM TREE. I 19

 We shall establish a bound of the form

 max (maxJM|7Tn(j) (K) - *n(C) (CK) I > 8-17(C1 ))

 < 572A(n, M),

 where A(n, M) are random variables such that

 (39) lim lim sup EA(n, M) = 0.
 M - 00 noo

 Then let N = NGYn(Cji4), En1/2) be the size of the smallest En1/2-cover
 {X1, ... , XN} of ;4n(CM). Associate with {xi) a partition {Ki} of "'<(CM) into
 subsets of diameter at most 2En1"2. Applying (38) and Lemma 10, and rescal-
 ing space, we obtain

 P ( max d w(ufn-1/2wM/fLn(j), an-1/2/Ln( CM )) ? 2E + 8N|(cn(1CM))
 (40) i > cj

 < 5-2NA(n, M).

 Now

 N = N(On-11/2_z'n(CM) 8) < N(on -12/2-'n'(n), 86),

 the equality being just scaling. We know 'n- 1/2(a-(fn)) *d and so we may
 take versions such that -n,-1/2(Cn,(n)) -* ,y a.s. So,
 (41) N*(E) - max N(on-1/29Kn(n), E) < oo a.s.

 n

 Thus in (40) we may replace N by N*(E). Then, putting 8 = 8/N*(8) and
 considering both j = [n1/2t] and j = n, (40) gives

 ( 42 ) P(W (dW(o-fl-1/27rMyn, n f -1/27rMn( n 1/2t )) > 6 1/n( CMC)))

 ? 2 -2(N*(E))3A(n, M) on {n1/2t ? CZ}.
 Now,

 dw(ofn-1/2w7Mi, O'n- 1/2,tLn) < SUp 1I0cn-1/2WMX - Un-1/2XII

 =d H (an -1/2 ,n) Man - 1/2__--n( CM) )

 and the same for jtn(n1/2t). Thus, taking expectations in (42), for any b > 0,

 P(dw(o-n-1/2(An(tn1/2)), crn-1/2(/'tn)) > 86)

 (43) < ?-2b3EA(n, M) + P(N*(E) > b) + P(t < n- 1/2Cj)

 + P(dH(on-1/2(Yn(tnl/2)), LTn-1/2($1n)) > 8).

 For any M = M(t) -oo as t -0oo, (39) and (34) now imply

 lim sup lim sup P (d w (- 1/2 (n(tn1/2)) O'n- 1/2(L )) > 86)
 (44) t--~00 n-*0

 < P(N*(E) > b) + lim sup lim supP(t < n-1/2CZ).
 t-o00 nf- oo
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 20 D. ALDOUS

 Since b is arbitrary, the first term in the bound may be made arbitrarily small.
 And for fixed M, (32) says n-1/2Cj ->d CM, so by taking M(t) = o(tl/2) the
 final term of (44) is zero. This establishes (35).

 It -remains to prove (38) and (39). Fix n, M and condition on the partial tree
 >vf(CM) consisting of the first M branches. Let K be a subset of I". As in the
 previous section, there is an "urn model" description of how the algorithm
 constructs the tree. Color black the vertices of ,/'(CM - 1) which are in K,
 and color the other vertices white. The algorithm grows the tree in segments
 [CnI C, +1 - 1]. Color each new vertex according to the color of the vertex it is
 attached to. Then each branch is either all black or all white, according to
 whether its first vertex Cmn was attached to a black or white vertex

 of n(Cn- 1), and the color probabilities are just the color proportions
 of n - 1). Thus, if we look at the tree only at "times" (number of
 vertices) (Cm - 1), then the proportions of black vertices

 WMIAn(Cn - 1)(K), m ? M,

 form a martingale: we are in the setting of the urn model, with

 Am+ =Cm+- Cm Um+ + Vm+ = Cm+ 1.

 Now appeal to the variance bound (26) and the L2 martingale maximal
 inequality. We see that (38) holds for

 m?M \\C ml )n) A(n, M) = E E\ mc+. m 7C -)

 But conditional on Cmn the distribution of Cm+ 1 - Cm is stochastically bounded
 by the geometric (n - 1(C n - 1)) distribution, and so

 E ((Cm+ _- C)2 lC) < 2( <U 1 )

 Thus, to prove (39), we must prove

 (45) lim limsup E n2E(Cn - 1) 4= 0.
 M*O? n? m2M

 This is heuristically clear, because n- m2C- Cm = v2m, so the summands
 are of order m-2. To make a formal proof, we need to bound P(Cn < k) for k
 smaller than .f2mn. But this probability is P(Jk 2 m) for Jk defined at (29).
 And Jk is the sum of independent indicators, so routine large deviation upper
 bounds can be produced, and these lead to a proof of (45). El

 REmARKs. To see why we treat both set- and measure-representations,
 consider the height profile process at (1). To describe its limit process in terms
 of the continuum random tree, we need the measure-representation ,u. On the
 other hand, to show by our approach that the rescaled heights h(5n) of
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 THE CONTINUUM RANDOM TREE. I 21

 uniform random labelled trees satisfy

 n-1/2h~) Ed h(Y),

 we want Hausdorff convergence of set-representation. Such issues, and conver-
 gence of moments, are deferred to future work.

 The existence of a limit distribution for n - 1/2h(5n) goes back to Renyi and
 Szekeres [12]. A technical fact, needed later is that

 (46) Eh (,,) < oo.

 We could prove this from our construction, but it is easier to quote the fact
 from [12] that

 (47) lim E(n- /h( n)2<s
 n

 6. The self-similar continuum tree. A verbal description of Process 2
 was given in the introduction. We also mentioned an alternative construction
 via Process 3. It is technically convenient to start with the latter, deferring the
 formalization of Process 2 to the next section.

 Let a>/ be the compact continuum tree of Section 4. Write Aft for the
 distribution of o-te>, the compact tree rescaled by a factor t. So Aft is a
 probability measure on the space XY of compact subsets K of 11. Define a
 o-finite measure qi on XY by

 (48) ql(.) = 2 f t-2qpt(.)dt.

 00 Write h(K) = max{Ilx II: x E K} for the radius of a compact set K. Then,

 w K/2 f{K: h(K) > 8} = t-2qit{K: h(K) > 8} dt
 00

 - f t-2ql{K: h(K) > 8/t} dt

 00

 - f q1l{K: h(K) > s) ds

 = ?- Eh(Y-)

 <co by(46).

 Thus if is finite "off small sets." Regard qf as analogous to the o-finite
 excursion measure for Brownian motion. We know how to build up Brownian
 motion on [0, mo) from its excursions: The following construction builds up an
 infinite continuum random tree from compact random trees with distributions
 controlled by qA.

 L4et 11 = {x E(= l: x1 = 0}. Let- J = (ji) be an infinite subset of {2, 3, ...
 which for the moment we may take to be all of {2, 3, ... }. Let wj: I1 -* 11 be
 the map E -az i ai zj, which acts naturally on subsets and measures on
 11. Let XY be the space of compact subsets of I1. Consider a Poisson point
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 22 D. ALDOUS

 process on [0, oo) x X with intensity Leb x fr. Let M? be the random subset
 of 11 defined as the union of {uzj: 0 < u < oo} and the sets {t*zl} X wjK*,
 where (t*, K*) are the points of the Poisson point process. We picture MO as
 i.i.d. compact bushes attached to the baseline {uzj: 0 < u < oo}. Clearly, MO is
 connected, closed and locally compact.

 By construction qf is self-similar,

 et q = t ,

 and it follows that M? is self-similar,

 (49) 'tM d M S

 Note that ot is acting both on the baseline and on the attached bushes.
 Of course, M? is the set-representation of a certain random tree. We can

 construct the corresponding measure-representation AO similarly. Let A be the
 measure-representation of the compact continuum tree of Section 4. Write 0,
 for the distribution of t2oAji. So et is a probability measure on the space XW of
 positive measures on 11. Write

 (50) O( ) = 2/wf t-20t( )dt.

 Informally, in (48) and (50) the factor t-2 gives the relative frequencies of
 trees of relative linear size t. The "measure" in our measure-representations
 is indicating relative numbers of vertices. Scaling by t changes this number by
 t2 (our trees are "two-dimensional"), which accounts for the t2 term in the

 definition of Ota
 The formal construction proceeds as before. Let X be the space of mea-

 sures on 1 1. Take a Poisson point process on [0, oo) X X# with intensity Leb x 0.
 Then pY is defined to be the sum, over points (t*, l*) of the Poisson point
 process, of at* x 7j*. It is easy to see from (50) that pY is locally a.s. finite.
 We may take p0(w) = support(,?(w)). In terms of this measure-representa-
 tion, the self-similarity property becomes

 (51) Sty d t - .

 This (SO, Au?) is almost the random tree we want, but there is one difficulty.
 As discussed in Section 2, the whole point of representing trees as subsets of 11
 is to have the 11 distance lIx - yll agree with graph-distance d(x, y). But with
 the construction given with i.i.d. bushes K* at points t*, our MO will contain

 elements (t1*z1, uz2), (t2*z1, uz2), for small u > 0. The graph distance between
 them is It * - t *l + 2u but the 11 distance is It * - t *l. We need to modify the
 construction to make different bushes orthogonal. There seems to be no

 elegant way to do this: Here is a simple inelegant way. Let (J, j: i, j 2 1) be a
 partition of {2, 3, . . ., ) into infinite components. Take the points (t*, ,/*) of the
 Poisson process with t* < 1 andorder them as (t*, utt*), (t *,A*),... in de-
 creasing order of total mass u*(.i). Then, instead of using (tj*, wrrj1) in the
 construction of ,u?, we use (tj*, 7Tj1,j/.k Repeat separately on the i th unit
 segment of the baseline, using Jz j. Summing over these bush-measures gives
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 as before a random measure; call this v. Define Mw) = support(v(w)). Call
 this Process 2.

 This modified construction destroys the "equal in distribution" formulation
 of self-similarity. Instead we need the notion of equivalence in distribution

 (=d), which with the related convergence notion (ad) was discussed in
 Section 2. We get
 (52) atM'=d Do

 (53) otV =d t-2V.

 Here is the main result of this section.

 THEOREM 11. (i) Let (9X, 0) be set- and counting-measure-representations
 of Process 1, the discrete infinite tree. Then,

 '71/ n ad h n -2fil/nk d v as n -> oo.
 (ii) Let (n, J,) be set- and measure-representations of 7nk, the uniform

 random tree on n vertices. Let k = k(n) satisfy k(n) > co, k(n) = o(n1/2).
 Then,

 '1/k"n _d Ad k 2,u1/k A n 'ad as n >oo

 (iii) Let (a/, ,u) be set- and measure-representations of Process 3, the com-
 pact continuum tree. As E -> 0,

 (TlE1,_/e ~ d A g 2'1/eP E d ~d

 TECHNICAL REMARK. The convergence assertions involve unbounded closed
 sets and infinite (locally finite) measures. Of course, we intend the localized
 versions of Hausdorff convergence of sets and weak convergence of measures.

 PROOF OF THEOREM 11. It will suffice to prove (i). For then (ii) is immediate
 from Theorem 2, and (iii) follows from (ii) and Theorem 8 by considering
 k(n) = n1/2E(n) for e(n) -* 0 slowly.

 To prove (i), construct 9 as follows. Let 9 be the tree generated by the
 Poisson(1) branching process and 191 its total population size. Let A0, A1, ...

 be i.i.d. distributed as KI. Conditional on that sequence, let /A 9, A1... be
 independent set-representations of the uniform random trees on I A01, I A11, ...
 vertices, constructed as in (30) but using unit vectors Z2, Z3 Z49 ... instead of
 Z1, Z29 Z3 .. Then let 9 be the union over m ? 0 of {mz1} x HAm.

 We shall show that rescaled 9 converges to M?. Recall the modification
 previously discussed which takes MO to M. The same modification takes 9
 to a set-representation of Process 1. It is straightforward to deduce conver-
 gence of the modified processes from convergence of unmodified processes,
 giving assertion (i).

 In studying the asymptotic behavior of the rescaled process AP it is clear
 that we may replace the i.i.d. process (m, Am) by the Poisson process of the
 same intensity. Having done so, the rescaled process o-17 is the union of
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 24 D. ALDOUS

 points in a Poisson point process on [0, oo) x Xi with intensity

 n Leb x oTl/n dist(41) = Leb X n ol7n dist(-j,).
 Now the process MO is, off the baseline, of the same form with intensity
 Leb x qi, so the only issue is proving that these intensities converge (in the
 natural sense of convergence for a-finite measures which are finite off small
 sets). Conditioning on 191, we have to prove

 (54) n E P(I6I = k)(o-lndist(4) -* V2/r t-2qt dt as n oo.

 Now Theorem 8 says

 OJk'-2 dist() - * '1

 and then scaling gives

 al/n dist(-4k) -l ift as k/2/n -> t.

 We also have (4):

 P(1,0 = k) (2.)-1/2k-3/2 as k --* 0o
 It follows that, for fixed ? > 0, the sum in (54) over c2n2 ? k < ?-2n2 con-
 verges to the integral over [?, ?- 18.

 To take care of the right-hand tail, we need

 lim limPQI ? E-2n2) = o
 EJ,0 n

 which again follows from (4).
 To take care of the left-hand tail we need, for fixed 8 > 0,

 (55) lim lim n I P(jI = k)P(h(o-n'1k4) > 8) = 0,
 eJ1O n k<E2n2

 where h is height. But

 P(h(Ulln'k) > 8) = P(h( -Ik) > An) < 822
 for some constant C, by (47). Thus the proof of (55) reduces to the proof of

 (56) lim lim n- 1EI9I1(I-n < E2n2) = 0
 EI,0 n

 and this is a consequence of (4).
 This establishes convergence of set-representations in (i). By a measure-rep-

 resentation p here we mean counting measure (i.e., unnormalized) on a
 set-representation. The proof of convergence of scaled measure-representa-
 tions follows the same plan. To handle left-hand tails, we have to show that
 arbitrarily small rescaled bushes contribute negligible mass, and this reduces
 to verifying the same condition (56) as before. El

 7. Construction of Process 2. Theorem 12 gives a construction of a
 random tree (W*, v*) formalizing the verbal description of Process 2 in the
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 introduction. At the end of the section, we indicate why this process is

 equivalent to Process 2 constructed in the previous section.

 We shall give the construction for the part of the tree attached to the first
 unit segment of the baseline. The whole tree can then be built up as i.i.d. (and

 orthogonal in 11) copies of this process on successive unit segments of the
 baseline.

 Define r0 = Lo = Q0 = 0 and let MO = {uz1: 0 < u < 1} be the first unit
 segment of the baseline. For i ? 1 define inductively times ri, lengths Li and
 positions Qj as follows:

 dist( Q- - Ti - 1) is exponential, rate 1 + L 1 + + L

 dist(Li jS -1, ri) is exponential, rate -ri,

 dist(Qi I j- 1, Li) is uniform on W. _

 where Yt is the natural filtration of (ri, Li, Qi). Then define

 AtS~~ on 'i- < t < 'i,

 SWi U {QA+uzi+,:O<u<Li}.

 This corresponds to our verbal description of Process 2: ri is the time of the
 ith birth, Qj its position and Li the length of the branch which is instantly
 attached there.

 It is easy to see that only a finite number of branches are created in finite

 time. So Mt is well-defined, for each t < oo. Let vt(co) be the natural measure
 on t(wC), that is induced Lebesgue measure on each branch (note we are not
 normalizing). We can now state the analog of Theorem 3.

 THEOREM 12. Write * = U tt. Then

 (i) W* is a.s. compact,

 (ii t -l ' V A>V*, say, a. s.,
 (iii) W*(co) = support(v*(w)) a.s.

 This (G*, v*), or rather its extension to the whole baseline, is our formal-
 ization of Process 2. One could give a bare-hands proof of Theorem 12,
 analogous to the proof of Theorem 3, but it turns out that the hardest part
 (compactness) follows from existing results. We shall show how later, and
 sketch the remainder of the proof.

 The next lemma shows how Process 2 arises as a limit in Algorithm 1. As at

 (31), let -/n(t) be the partial tree constructed by the first [t] steps of Algorithm
 1. Choose some k = k(n) satisfying k -> oo, k = o(n1/2). Write D = {x E I1:
 w1(x) < 1}.

 LEMMA 13. For fixed O < t < oo,

 '1l/k(_n(tn/k) n D) ad Mt as n -> oo.
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 PROOF. We shall argue informally that the "dynamics" of the rescaled

 ,4( ) process converge to those of St; making a formal proof is then routine.
 First, consider the partial tree u4(k) constructed by the first k steps. Since

 k 2
 P(Ui < i - 1 for some i < k) < - '0 ,

 2n

 we see that

 l/k(1(tn k) n D) -*

 for tn - k2/n 0.
 Next, fix t < t1 with t1 - t small. Condition on the existing tree un(tn/k) n

 D, which has Ft vertices, say. For i E [tn/k, t1n/k], each Ui has chance
 approximately Ft/n to hit the existing partial tree. So the chance that the
 partial tree does not grow during that period is ( Ft [tln/] [ /exp -(t - t) )
 In other words, for the time-rescaled process new branch-points occur at rate

 approximately Ft/k.
 Now suppose Ui < i - 1 for i = tn/k, say. Then a new branch is grown,

 from a uniform random point on the existing tree, with length

 L = min{j > i: Uj <j - 1} - i.

 This L has approximately geometric distribution with mean n/i, that is
 approximately exponential distribution with rate t/k. Moreover, the (rescaled)
 time taken to grow this branch is Lk/n, which is of order k2/n -> 0.

 Rescaling space by the factor 1/k, these dynamics become those of Wt. El

 PROOF OF THEOREM 12. Part (ii) of Theorem 11 implies that, for k = k(n)
 as before, the rescaled entire n-tree converges to Process 2, that is, to W, say.
 Restricting to the portion attached to the first unit segment of the baseline,

 '71/k(,-/n( n) n D)-- d W n D

 and the limit is a.s. compact. So Lemma 13 shows that each Wt is equivalent
 in distribution to some subset of W n D, and it follows that the union U tt is
 also equivalent in distribution to some subset of W n D. Thus W * is compact,
 which is assertion (i). To prove (ii), recall that Tm is the time at which the mth
 branch is created. Recall that Tm is the projection 11 -1 I M. We shall show

 (57) ("TTm(t-lVt): t ? tTM- ) is a measure-valued martingale

 and then the argument following (22) applies unchanged to establish (ii).

 To argue (57), fix to and condition on the tree Wto constructed up to time
 to. Let J be a subset of that tree of positive length, and color J black. As the
 tree grows, color new branches black if they are attached to a black point on

 the existing tree. For t 2 to, let Xt be the length of the black subset of Wt.
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 Then, given Xt = x,

 (58) Xt+dt = x with probability 1 - x dt,
 X + t- with probability x dt,

 where 6 has exponential(1) distribution. It follows that (t- Xt; t ? to) is a
 martingale, and this leads to (57).

 To prove (iii), the key fact [cf. (28)] is that, for Xt defined previously,

 XOO--lim t-Xt> 0 a.s.;
 t

 the rest of the argument is similar to that in Theorem 3. The proof of (28)
 used an abstract urn model result, but here we can do exact calculations. Set
 qi(t, 0) = E exp(- 0Xt). From (58) we get the equation,

 -p = EXt exp(-0Xt)1 -E ep )

 0 do

 t+0 d+

 Given Xto= xo, the solution for t ? to is

 k(t, 0) = exp(-xo( to + 2 + 2t -o

 So XcO has transform

 (59) Eexp(-0X.) = exp(-xo( to + 20 - to)}

 and, putting 0 = oo, we see that P(XO = 0) = 0 as required.
 This completes the proof of Theorem 12. cl

 REMARK. Putting to = 0, x0 = 1 in (59), we see that the v*-measure of W*
 has Laplace transform exp(-- VI), and so has the positive stable distribution
 of exponent 2. Returning to Process 2, (Mg v), by construction the process
 u -* v{x: w1(x) < u} has stationary independent increments, and by self-simi-
 larity (51) it must be the positive stable (2) process, up to some scale constant
 c. A calculation from (50) specifies c and verifies that v*(*) =d v(W n D).

 It remains to show that Processes 2 and 2 are equivalent in distribution, a

 fact made plausible by the preceding remark. To outline a proof, let v"(t) be
 counting measure on the restricted partial trees 4i(t) n D considered in
 Lemma 13. Let k -*> o, k = o(n1/2). Lemma 13 asserted convergence of set-
 representations, but here the trees have only finitely many branches and the
 measures involved are essentially uniform on the trees, so it is clear that the
 corresponding measure-representations converge:

 o-l/k(k-Vn(ktn/k)) i*d vt as n -*> o, t fixed.

 Part (ii) of Theorem 11 implies convergence of the complete finite trees

 0l/k(k-2Vn(n)) i>d V(. n D) as n > oo.
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 28 D. ALDOUS

 And part (ii) of Theorem 12 says

 tlvt --d V* as t > oo.

 So, to show v* =d V, we need to prove the analog of (35):

 (60) lim limsupP (dw (l/k((kt)y1vn(tn/k)),)Xl/ k(k-2Vn(n)) > ) = 0.

 The proof uses the martingale property (57) applied to the discrete trees in
 much the same way as the proof of (35). We omit the details. a
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